Dadi Janki - 19th July 2019 – Conference Hall
Think of only Baba and drama...
Om Shanti, Om Shanti, Om Shanti...
We are listening to such elevated things through these ears. It is the wonder of this physical
body. In the heart the Comforter of Heart seated. If the Comforter of Hearts is in your heart then
no-one else can enter
Baba has made our hearts His. In the song it is sung, “Wherever the body is, there the mind will
be”. Today I am asking myself who is sitting in my heart... It is only the Comforter of Hearts;
Dilaram.
We are not busy but neither are we too easy. Let your nature be such, so easy that whenever you
are called, you say, “ Ha Ji, Ha Ji. These are such sweet words.
While the soul is in the body it remains present here, then whenever it leaves it will circle around
for a while.
The ones who play the song are also wonderful. I say sing songs of happiness and the basis of
this is ‘who am I and who do I belong to’.
In our brains we have the knowledge of drama. There is no need to think extra. There is Baba and
drama. What else do you need to keep thinking about? Remain aware that Dilaram is looking at
you. He is seeing that no one else can enter the heart of this child.My heart is with the Dilaram,
the Comforter of Hearts.
Mera Baba. Who am I? I am a soul. Oh God your games are wonderful. Wherever you look,
only Baba is visible.
See everything as an observer. Baba is our companion. Continue to watch the drama as an
observer and remain quiet. It is good to remain peaceful. Silence is the English word. We have
to sit in silence, but we have to experience peace. So leave all other types of worry. Just remain
in a quiet and peaceful state of being.
Baba is Wonderful. Baba has made us carefree emperors. He cannot remain without making us
children equal to him. This is His bhavna for us. We children will glorify Baba. We do not desire
anything. We simply do what do we have to do...
In earlier days in Om Mandli, we used to chant Ommmmmmmmmmmmmm...
Om Shanti

